
BEDS

K EY FAC TS

 › 9.8" low position

 › 13" transfer position

 › 32" working height

 › Safe working load of (500 lbs)

 › Reclining surface: 39" x 79"

› External dimensions: 44" x 81"

› Space-saving, vertical side rail

› Integrated bed extension

› Four-section reclining surface

 › Automatic comfort seating mechanism 

 › Four-wheel central brake

Various configuration options 
that fit any room decor, 
creating comfort and well being 
for users and caregivers.

The adjustable mattress 
deck height provides support 
while getting in and out 
of bed, customizable to 
the height and personal 
preference of the user.   

CL IN ICAL  FUNCT IONAL ITY ,  HOME-L IKE  STYLE

Clean, elegant design

FE ATURES

Adjustable comfort

Vertically-adjustable 
side rail

Available with 2-way Stretch or 
Home Quilt Comfort mattress 

Natural wood-capped 
headboard and footboard

Space-saving vertical side rail 
system (four-stage)

Fully adjustable reclining 
surfaceIntegrated bed 

extension 

Hidden casters 
with central 

brake



Comfort Deck reclining surface 
flexes to provide ultimate  comfort 
to the user. 

Each section of the frame can 
be easily removed for thorough 
cleaning.   

The bed frame is adjusted 
with a hand controller that is 
conveniently located at the side 
of the bed.  Simple images on the 
pendant indicate which buttons 
control various sections of the 
bed.  Buttons illuminate in the 
dark for easy visibility.Illuminating hand 

controller

+ Mobility assistance

ONE-TOUCH POS IT ION ING

The hand controller features various  pre-set 
positioning options including Chair, Auto Contour, 
Mobility Assistance, Trendelenburg, reverse Trendelenburg 
and more, giving the user security and comfort at the 
touch of a button.

WOODGRAIN/UPHOLSTERY 
SELECTION

SonderCare beds are available in 
two finishes to match your  
modern or classic design style.  

Espresso

MATTRESS  SELECT ION

The SonderCare pressure relieving mattress is designed to work hand-in-hand 
with your bed system to provide optimal comfort and enjoyment.

+ Cool Memory Foam
+ Durable Foundation Layer
+ Two Cover Styles

- 2-Way Stretch, fluid-proof
- Home Quilt Comfort

+ Dimensions
- 39” x 80” (Twin XL)
- 6” high (Stretch Cover) or 7” high (Quilt Cover)

Contact us directly for more information
or to schedule a visit to our showroom
www.sondercare.com  // info@sondercare.com  // 833.649.7772

Slate Grey

EspressoSlate Grey




